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Abstract

This paper describes the early development of #hylo – a privacy preserving geosocial network for sharing hyperlocal information on a map. #hylo demonstrates how to ensure users identity and location privacy in a geosocial network. Via the #hylo mobile map application users share public hyperlocal information and are able to manage their location and interest information. Being a geosocial network #hylo gathers both public and personal data, while the user is able to determine the privacy level and is in control of their personal data. With these ‘privacy by design’ elements supported by the MyGeoTrust platform, #hylo encourages users to share information. #hylo strives to improve the knowledge of people about their local surroundings.
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1 Introduction

Privacy is becoming more relevant to everyday life as mobile technology advances, thus tools for controlling ones private data should be improved. Mobile operating systems for example have users accept license agreements that let systems to share the location information of the user to whom they choose [6]. The location information of users can be for instance used to obtain popular meeting locations accurately [7]. Therefore, it's no wonder why users for the most part want to have more control over their data. A user study participant expressed something most would agree on: “I would like to make my location information private, seen only by myself and by the people I choose.” [1] Users have a need to improve their knowledge of, access to and visibility of their data sets but more importantly users need means to control and manage their location data [1]. It is currently difficult to fulfill the last need, since a person can have many devices and services that collect and store location information. Trying to improve the knowledge of people about data collected from them is also challenging since most users never fully even read the license agreements [2]. There are already many solutions that enhance the privacy in geosocial networks [8, 9], but users still lack control over their own data.

This all raises questions about privacy in today’s network environments that almost everyone are a part of. One such question is how to ensure users identity and location privacy in a geosocial network where users share hyperlocal information? This paper answers the question by presenting #hylo – a privacy preserving geosocial network for sharing hyperlocal information on a map. A geosocial network is defined as a social network where geographic services and capabilities are used to enable additional social dynamics [11]. Another a more detailed definition of a geosocial network is as follows: “a web-based or mobile-based service that allow users to (1) construct a profile containing some of their geolocated data (along with additional information), (2) connect with other users of the system to share their geolocated data and (3) interact with the content provided by other users (for instance by commenting, replying or rating)” [4]. The data shared in #hylo is designed to be hyperlocal, defined as information relevant to small communities or neighbourhoods [5]. The importance of geosocial networks have been identified already before the mobile technology was available and widespread [3].

2 Description of #hylo

#hylo strives to increase awareness and personal attachment of people to their local surroundings. The idea is to help people who want to join others in doing something they are interested in and form a better understanding of their local surroundings. We actually want people to “go out there”, instead of just sharing information at the comfort of their home. A typical #hylo user could be someone who just moved to a new area or someone who is simply interested in learning more about what is happening in their surroundings.

2.1 #hylo and MyGeoTrust

#hylo is part of MyGeoTrust [6] project that focuses on the user privacy of location information. The vision of MyGeoTrust is to create an alternative location platform for mobile users, which allows users to enjoy the benefits of location technologies without sacrificing their privacy [6]. The user can choose between several privacy modes all the way from stealth to public contributor for any given situation. If the user for example enables stealth mode while on their way home, the users location data is not stored anywhere. On the other hand settings can be adjusted to allow third-parties to gain access to the location data of the user, but only in anonymous or aggregated-form. Basically the user identity is always separated from the location data for third-party access. Third-party is here assumed to be some other entity than the user themselves or the organization operating the MyGeoTrust.
server. MyGeoTrust also allows the user to control their data by for example deleting it or by disallowing data transfer.

MyGeoTrust (referenced from here after as MGT) platform is used in #hylo for preserving the privacy of the user, as depicted in figure 1. On the mobile device side, the user has MGT stack and #hylo mobile application (referenced from here after as #hylo app) installed. MGT stack handles the location data and also provides the location information for #hylo app. MGT stack also provides user authentication and authorization in #hylo app. MGT stack sends the location information of the user to the MGT server according to the selected privacy mode. On the server side, #hylo server stores and transfers all the public data used in #hylo app. Personal data from the #hylo app is passed on to the MGT server via the MGT API. Personal data requests are also done through the API.

Figure 1: #hylo mobile device and server interactions.

2.2 #hylo mobile application

#hylo app is a map based interface designed for gathering, sharing and viewing the #hylo data. It has the following main functionalities: a map and a feed for browsing content, view for sharing content and a search that displays an interest heat map. Messages placed on the map by the #hylo users are called geonotes, see figure 2. Geonotes can be questions, events, announcements etc. The map serves as a combination of a feed and a search, features that are found in other social network applications as in form of lists. The geonotes on the map are by default filtered according to the users own interests. For example someone who has added “#swimming” into their interests will see geonotes related to “#swimming”. The geonote feed functions as in other social network applications in listing recent posts, but it also takes the user location into consideration showing nearby geonotes. Both the map and the feed can be filtered by own places, own current location, geonote category, most interesting, most replied to, a search query and so forth. When geonotes are added #hylo app performs a look up [10] on the suburb and neighborhood names and suggests them as the hashtags of the geonote. This helps users interested in the area to see the geonotes which are shared there. When there are large amounts of geonotes on the mapview they are clustered and filtered by a time frame to avoid clutter. The user can customize the time frame. Other fore mentioned filters can be selected by the user to further filter the data.

The interest heatmap works by querying for example “#music” that will show hot spots of places on the map where users with the interest in #music have been to. The more users have been to a place with the interest music, the more that place will stand out in the data. Individual location tracks or interests cannot be obtained through the heat map. Either the heat map contains enough data to be anonymous or no results are shown. However, geonotes searched by the user will always be shown. Combining the geonotes and the interest heatmap on the map will provide the user a valuable geographic representation of the search term they used. The user can also view the search results as a feed and filter it accordingly.

Figure 2: Geonotes on the map view of #hylo app

Currently #hylo mobile application is in closed alpha testing stage and has limited features. By open beta stage the features presented in this paper are to be tested with real users. Also the interest heatmap functionality is in concept phase, since we lack the data and application functionality to gather and present them.

3 Privacy by design in #hylo

The #hylo data is divided into public and personal data. The public part of the #hylo data is answering the question: “Where is something happening?” In addition to the public hyperlocal information, #hylo also collects personal information in the form of location tracks and interests from the users. This data will allow #hylo to provide anonymous and aggregated data for the #hylo users to enhance the user experience. Aggregated data also provides valuable information to third-parties such as the public agencies and private companies. The #hylo data accumulation can be seen as a loop, where the personal data gathered from the users is transformed into public data and given back to all the users in
a form where individual users cannot be identified. The personal data is answering for example to the question: "Where users interested in football are gathering?" MyGeoTrust platform gives the user complete control over their location information and interests. The user decides whether their information is shared and who has access to it. The desired benefit of privacy by design in #hylo is that users would be more willing to share their data when they know that they control it and their anonymity is secured.

As a #hylo is a location aware application, most of the users’ actions can be attached to a location. Questions such as where a user made an action are easy to answer by looking at their data. As a general principle, whenever data is stored to MGT server it is considered to be personal. #hylo server on the other hand stores both personal and all the public data (geonotes). Personal data on the #hylo server is considered to be something that only the users themselves should have access to. Examples of these are user profile details and logs of user actions when for instance a user flags a geonote as inappropriate. #hylo data accumulates in a loop where the personal data gathered from the users is transformed into public data and given back to all the users in a form in which individual users cannot be identified. It is important to distinguish public from personal data, examples of which are given in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#hylo data examples</th>
<th>Privacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>contents of a geonote</td>
<td>public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>list of most interesting geonotes</td>
<td>public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>list of geonotes by a user</td>
<td>personal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interest list of user</td>
<td>personal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location track of user</td>
<td>personal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interest heatmaps</td>
<td>public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user profile details (e.g. email)</td>
<td>personal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user actions (e.g. flagging a geonote)</td>
<td>personal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>searches made by user</td>
<td>personal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples of public and personal data in #hylo

The public data is visible to all #hylo users and consists of geonotes and heatmaps. Attributes of a geonote currently contain following elements: title, description, hashtags, username, time of post and theme (question, event, announcement etc.). The location of the geonote is chosen by the user and is not necessarily the location the user is sharing the geonote from. Geonote comments, number of marked as interesting and number of flagged as inappropriate by other users are considered public data and shown with the geonote.

Users’ location data is personal information and will also very quickly begin to follow a pattern, where the users’ home and other places of frequent visit become apparent. Combining this information with the interests of users makes the data even more personal. The personal data consists for example of location data and interests. Location data consists of tracks and points whereas the interests are stored as hashtags entered by the user in various circumstances. These circumstances include adding a new interest and using search in the #hylo app. Location information is stored according to the privacy mode selected by the user. A simple example of the personal data would be as follows. Let’s say a user is interested in football and regularly plays with their friends in a nearby football field and they all use #hylo that tracks their location and interests. One location track of a player with an attached interest of #football is personal even when the user cannot be identified, because this track displays where the user came from and went to in addition to the time spent playing. All location information and interests collected from these players is considered personal. Another example of personal data is where the user was when they performed a search. This information may not be that interesting when looking at a single search location, but can provide interesting results when applied to large amounts of search queries. A data set of what geonotes a user has marked interesting or replied to is personal data and useful to the user themselves, but if aggregated also useful for the #hylo community or third-parties. Similarly, the most used hashtags by a user can be considered personal data.

Heatmaps in the #hylo app are created using aggregated anonymous user location tracks and the user interests related to them. This data originates from personal data collected from the users. In our previous example of the football players, their data would show a correlation between the interest #football and the football field they regularly play at, if the volume of data allows it to be displayed without compromising their privacy. This data is presented as an interest heatmap generated according to the search terms provided by the user. A user who wants to play football can search for #football in #hylo app and will likely find a hot spot around the football field area in the heatmap.

Privacy has been one of the main focuses when developing #hylo. Similarly to the MyGeoTrust, #hylo has adopted the privacy by design thinking. In addition to the examples given in this paper before, usernames are by default generated automatically and cannot be searched for in the application. User can also type in their username if they so choose. User avatars, small images displayed next to the username, cannot be chosen by the user in order to maintain privacy. Avatars are though part of the gamification aspects of #hylo, designed to promote interesting content. Users who have shared a lot of interesting geonotes acquire new predefined avatars according to a leveling system familiar in other games. This way a quality content provider will be more distinguishable by other users.

4 Future Work

As the #hylo mobile application is in its early phase and only limited user tests have been conducted mainly as a proof of concept. One of the requirements for having an open beta for the #hylo app is to complete the MyGeoTrust integration that also allows for gathering personal location data. Through the personal data, MyGeoTrust will enable us to create the interest heatmap visualizations. However, this requires that an initial data set is gathered from the beta users. The idea of the open beta is to let one beta user group use the #hylo application freely while monitoring the produced content and gathering feedback. Other smaller beta user groups will use the app in a more controlled setting with predefined tasks. The aim of both is to find out if #hylo increases awareness and personal attachment of people to their local surroundings.

5 Conclusions
This paper introduced the early development of #hylo which is a geosocial network for securely sharing hyperlocal information on a map. To conclude, it is possible to give the user more control over the information they share and also collect data that can be used to enhance the user experience and offer interesting but privacy-aware data to third-parties.
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